Meshes in a mess: Mesenchymal stem cell-based therapies for soft tissue reinforcement.
Surgical meshes are frequently used for the treatment of abdominal hernias, pelvic organ prolapse, and stress urinary incontinence. Though these meshes are designed for tissue reinforcement, many complications have been reported. Both differentiated cell- and mesenchymal stem cell-based therapies have become attractive tools to improve their biocompatibility and tissue integration, minimizing adverse inflammatory reactions. However, current studies are highly heterogeneous, making it difficult to establish comparisons between cell types or cell coating methodologies. Moreover, only a few studies have been performed in clinically relevant animal models, leading to contradictory results. Finally, a thorough understanding of the biological mechanisms of mesenchymal stem cells in the context of foreign body reaction is lacking. This review aims to summarize in vitro and in vivo studies involving the use of differentiated and mesenchymal stem cells in combination with surgical meshes. According to preclinical and clinical studies and considering the therapeutic potential of mesenchymal stem cells, it is expected that these cells will become valuable tools in the treatment of pathologies requiring tissue reinforcement. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE: The implantation of surgical meshes is the standard procedure to reinforce tissue defects such as hernias. However, an adverse inflammatory response secondary to this implantation is frequently observed, leading to a strong discomfort and chronic pain in the patients. In many cases, an additional surgical intervention is needed to remove the mesh. Both differentiated cell- and stem cell-based therapies have become attractive tools to improve biocompatibility and tissue integration, minimizing adverse inflammatory reactions. However, current studies are incredibly heterogeneous and it is difficult to establish a comparison between cell types or cell coating methodologies. This review aims to summarize in vitro and in vivo studies where differentiated and stem cells have been combined with surgical meshes.